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PATHOS
No. Crew: 8 Captain's Name: Panos Zorzos

Crew profile

Name: Panos Zorzos

Position: Captain

Nationality: Hellenic

Description:

Captain Panos was born in 1969 in Athens, Greece and graduated from Merchant Marine Academy in Hydra. He is 
married and has one child. Panos joined M/Y Pathos with a lot of expectations and ambitions. With many years 
onboard numerous luxury charter yachts as Captain, this is Captain Panos’ second year onboard M/Y Pathos. He 
was in command on M/Y MAGIX, M/Y OXYZEN,M/Y OURANOS just to name a few. Captain Panos has a very 
thorough experience of the Aegean & Ionian Sea and excellent knowledge of the Greek islands, with a lot of nautical 
miles (half of them in Mediterranean sea, mostly south France, Spain and Italy).He speaks fluent English and Greek. 
Hobbies: Cinema, walking, soccer.

Name: Alexandros Karsanidis

Position: Chief Engineer

Nationality: Hellenic

Description:

Chief engineer Alexandros was born in 1972 in Athens, Greece and graduated from Merchant Marine Academy in 
Athens. He is married and has 2 children. 
He had been working onboard large tanker vessels, building experience and knowledge when he decided to switch 
his career in 2001 and started to work onboard luxury charter & private yachts, until today. He had previously worked 
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together with Captain Panos for 5 very successful years onboard two luxury yachts and they make an excellent 
team. He speaks fluent English and Greek. On his free time Alexandros enjoys biking, scuba diving and reading. 
 

Name: Anastasios Papanikolaou

Position: Chief Mate

Nationality: Hellenic

Description:

Anastasios was born in 1978 in Athens. Graduated from the Merchant Marine Academy of Salonica. Although young, 
his resume is very impressive, having worked since 2004 in many private and charter yachts in Greece. (AE CAP 
D’ANTIBES 60m, Pollux 40m, Gitana 36m). His sailing experience has taken him all over Europe, after logging 
thousands nautical miles on deck and wheelhouse department. Tasos is a water sport enthusiast and holds a PADI 
open water diver certificate. He aims to provide an enjoyable and friendly time onboard Pathos. He speaks fluent 
English and during his free time he likes reading and swimming.

Name: Konstantinos Chrysos

Position: Chef

Nationality: Hellenic

Description:

Konstantinos was born in 1978 in Portland, USA and he is married. He holds diplomas for Cooking and patisserie 
from “Le Monde” in Athens and from “Le Cordon Bleu” in Paris. His experience with cooking commenced in Athens 
but his passion for lead him to France. There he worked for 5 years close to “Michelin” star awarded chefs, such as 
Pierre Gagnairre, Atelier de Joel Rebuchon, Helene Darrose and Le Magnolias. Prior joining M/Y “Pathos” 
Konstantinos worked on M/Y & S/Y, and as chef in some of most well-known hotels in Greece. Having filled his 
armory with the modern French style of cooking he uses his talent, his passion and knowledge along with the 
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excellent Greek ingredients. Konstantinos speaks fluent English and French. During his free time he enjoys reading, 
watch movies and plays soccer.

Name: Maria Notsika

Position: Chief Stewardess

Nationality: Hellenic

Description:

Maria was born in 1987 in Cairo, Egypt and has been working in the yachting industry since 2012, onboard private 
and charter luxury yachts (Endless Summer, Chakra, Fan One). Maria is extremely hard working and dedicated to 
taking care of her guests, with her gentle manners and always with a smile! She is polite and her priority is to make 
her guests feel at home! She speaks fluent English and Greek. Maria has two children and on her free time she loves 
cooking, traveling and scuba diving. 

Name: Petro Loutrouzis

Position: Steward

Nationality: Hellenic

Description:

Petros was born in 1978 in Athens and holds a Diploma in Hotel & Tourism. Petros is quick, motivated, attentive, 
polite, and discreet with a strong work ethic. All details are taken care of in a blink of an eye, allowing guests to sit 
back, relax, and enjoy being pampered. On his free time, he enjoys swimming, fishing and spear fishing. He speaks 
fluent English and Greek.

Name: Despina Lagoutari
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Position: Junior Stewardess

Nationality: Hellenic

Description:

Despina was born in 1990 in Athens, Greece and has been working onboard private and charter luxury yachts for 3 
years and her main motivation is her love for traveling and the sea! Despina’s caring nature ensures an enjoyable 
and memorable time on board M/Y Pathos for her guests. She speaks fluent English and Greek. On her free time 
she loves photography, swimming and of course traveling.

Name: Tasos Katsimichas

Position: Deckhand

Nationality: Hellenic

Description:

Tasos was born in 1983 in Athens, Greece and commenced his career on cruise ships gaining experience and 
knowledge of the sea. He then decided to move his interest to the yachting industry, and has been working for the 
last 7 years onboard private and charter yachts, 2 of the years along with Captain Panos! Tasos is married & he has 
passion for the sea and for yachts, which constantly inspires him to work hard with dedication. He speaks English 
and fluent Greek. On his free time, Tasos enjoys scuba diving, listening to music and playing ping pong.

Name: Dionysis Barbaris
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Position: Deckhand

Nationality: Hellenic

Description:

Dionysis was born in 1989 in Athens, Greece. His love for the sea began early in his childhood since his father was a 
fisherman. He started his career 2011 in the yachting industry and has been working in private and charter luxury 
yachts. He speaks English and Greek and is married and in his spare time he enjoys windsurfing and diving.


